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Deploying Identifier in a 
MARC Environment 



Internationalization of HTTP URI



IRIs… IRIs… IRIs 

Subject is usually a  
IRI 

Object can be a IRI 

Predicate is always a 
IRI 

Object can also be  a 
literal  

(string) 



IDENTIFIER in RDF Environment

•  Data Exposure, Exchange and Linking
•  Persistent, Universal, and Unambiguous 
•  Resolvable, Reliable, Global Links 
•  Share Ontologies 



BIBFRAME Impact

•  Build a vision of the contributions from metadata to the 
information sphere

•  Learn to facilitate data conversion which turned into data 
production

•  Learn to optimize the present with an eye to the future

•  Share desire to continue learning and experimenting

•  Work to integrate RDF linking concepts into existing legacy 
MARC data



Identifier in MARC Environment? 

•  Which areas of BIBFRAME can be mirrored in MARC? 
•  What changes in workflow may broaden & deepen staff’s 

overall linked data knowledge and skills?
•  Is embedding an identifier in a MARC field or subfield the 

right segue to linked data:
•  Will others consider this a data enhancement? 
•  Is this goal overly ambitious and untimely? 
•  Will the change in workflow too burdensome? 
•  Will the outcome be satisfactory? 



MARC Guidelines 



OCLC Instructions

http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/1xx/100.html 



Usage of $0 in Connexion 



Testing: $0 Syntax in GW Voyager 




HTTP IRI

•  Reduce backend maintenance 
•  Decentralize data hubs (distributed) 

•  Eliminate data ambiguity 
•  Increase user experience

•  Encourage serendipitous discovery



WRLC 2015 Initiatives … 

Develop and implement a plan that will successfully 
transition our bibliographic records to a new library 
services platform 



MarcEdit To the Rescue!



MarcEdit Command Line





Seize the moment … 



As of July 26,2015 



HTTP IRI in $0 



Looking toward to…

•  Worry Less on: 
•  Keeping up local data maintenance 
•  Completeness of data descriptions 
•  Crosswalks among vocabularies 

•  Focus More on:
•  Ontologies, vocabularies and the communities they serve 
•  Linked data ecosystem 
•  Metadata outside Library communities 
•  Technology that works effectively with data (all data not just 

library data) 



Growing Prominence of Identifier 



ILS Vendors Take Notices of Identifier 



Photo: ocean.nationalgeographic.com 

There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries. 

On such a full sea are we now afloat;
And we must take the current where it serves,
Or lose our ventures!
Shakespeare, William. The Tragedy of Julius Caesar, Act 4, Scene 
3, Line 2229-2235. http://bit.ly/JuliusCaesarA4S3 
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